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1: Pixel Scroll 10/11/18 My Pixels Touched Dog Pixels! Agh! | File
Israel denies report of emerging diplomatic ties with Venezuela Relations between the two countries collapsed in
following the conclusion of Operation Cast Lead, a three-week armed conflict.

A Russian cosmonaut and a U. The two-man crew, Russian cosmonaut Alexei Ovchinin and American Nick
Hague, landed unharmed on the Kazakh desert steppe as rescue crews raced to reach them, according to the U.
To top it all off, there seems to also be some numerological significance to the number of runes on the casket.
There are 72 runes on the front and left panels, and a total of runes in total. The 72 could correspond to the 72
disciples mentioned in the Latin Vulgate Bible familiar to the Anglo-Saxons. The number is a multiple of 24,
which is the number of runes in an early continental Anglo-Saxon runic alphabet, which had magical
significance for the Anglo-Saxons. No wonder many scholars have devoted so much time and effort on trying
to decipher the runes and pictures on this little box. The more you look at it, the more you discover. For
example â€” That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime premiere â€” Satoru Mikami is a single geek who
suddenly gets stabbed to death on a Tokyo street, only to find himself in a fantasy world, granted fabulous
powers, and hobnobbing with a mighty dragon. Typical light-novel power fantasy, right? Well, there are a
couple of catches. The other concerns the visual presentation of the show itself. When adapting a popular
property, a show is expected to make a predictable amount of money off selling Blu-Rays and merchandise to
hardcore fans. Since those fans will buy it no matter what, most shows like this have a look about them that
the only minimum necessary effort was made. In this case, a similar calculation seems to have been made,
only the conclusion was that those fans will still mindlessly purchase it if it turns into an art film. This
premiere is one visual treat after another, from the careful attention to detail in the movement and posture of
people in modern Tokyo, to the trippy mixed-media imagery as Satoru falls into another reality, to the wild
expressiveness wrung from a ball of goo. His family life progresses alongside his much more famous
professional one: A public service message from Martin Morse Wooster: The underground offers to sneak him
into Quebec but he decides to stay in Riverdale and take his punishment. Betty is an Adderall addict and is
stopped before she can fill a forged prescription. Jackson as Elijah Price, known also by his pseudonym Mr.
Kotlan , and numerous short works in his Mad Friend universe. Like most genre writers of the 70s and 80s,
she has greatly benefited from digital publishing, with all of her backlist now republished in that format. He
also provided artwork for the TV series Pinocchio. A fan and con-goer since , she has contributed many
letters, essays, and convention reports to genre and fannish publications, a fair number of them written in
Spanish. She and her author husband Joe have been Guests of Honor at numerous conventions â€” including a
relaxacon in Sydney, Australia named Haldecon â€” and she has been much in demand as a con Toastmaster.
Born October 11, â€” William R. Her first genre role was as Cassandra on Hercules: The Legendary Journeys,
followed by episodes of Xena: She has also provided character voices to animated films and TV series, and a
very large number of videogames, including Uncharted, Dragon Age, Mass Effect, and Final Fantasy. As a
musician, he created the first Hebrew-language SF music-themed album, The Universe in a Pita, and more
recently has begun writing and directing short films of strong genre interest. For eight years, he co-hosted with
Kirstyn McDermott the Hugo-nominated and Ditmar-winning book podcast, The Writer and the Critic, and his
reviews of genre fiction have garnered him two Atheling nominations. He started reviewing for Locus Online
in June this year. Born October 11, â€” Michelle Trachtenberg, 33, Actor and Producer who started early in
genre roles with a guest role on Space Cases at the age of 11 and a main role on Meego at the age of At 14,
she took on a main role in Buffy the Vampire Slayer, for which she received 3 Saturn nominations. Aliens
threaten to deprive Brewster Rockit of a seasonal necessity. It all sounds so genteel. Mary and her step-sister
Claire were the Kardashians of the early 19th Century. They did things that would still make the front page of
TMZ. So where did the sanitized version of the story come from? Why Mary Shelley herselfâ€¦. But their
happiness was short lived. Wollstonecraft became pregnant at the end of , and she and Godwin decided,
despite their mutual misgivings about marriage, to wed so their child would be legitimate. But Wollstonecraft
was by now thirty-eight, an age at which child birth became dangerous. Her daughter Mary was born safely,
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but Wollstonecraft contracted a postpartum infection and died a mere two weeks later, leaving her two
daughters in the care of a forty year old man who had spent his entire life as a bachelor. Probably what I miss
most in our perilous, terrifying and end-of-times-like historical era is the ability to read irresponsibly.
Increasingly and understandably , reading has become a duty to be performed by conscientious citizens and
students. When I was young, reading irresponsibly was easy. I did it all the time. In fact, well into my late
teens and early 20s I could easily lose myself in books and comics; it just came with the territory. Buis sings
the praises of a World Fantasy Award nominee: All these people are lying to each other, and political groups
are plotting right and left. Daevabad is exotic, the details of the city life, the temples and the palace very well
assembled. The characters are slightly flat, but the story is more focused on the action and intrigue than on
revealing their deepest inner thoughts. Tor was also in a hurry to follow up on the initial success, and went
light on the editing. That means there are some inconsistencies in the content. Showrunner Chris Chibnall
discusses his new vision for Doctor Who. Stars have planets, and planets have satellites we call moons; but
can a moon have its own satellite? And if it did, what would we call it? Title credit goes to File contributing
editor of the day Brian Z.
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2: Publications (ORCID ) - Hugo Germain, pathogen perception
Former Venezuelan President, Hugo Chavez, at the time denounced Israel's military excursion into the Gaza Strip. He
later expelled the Israeli ambassador from Venezuela and pulled his own envoy to Tel Aviv, stating "There is no point in
dealing with Israel.".

I wanted to find out why I was being persecuted. Could we solve the situation? After all, I had committed no
crimes. It must have been a misunderstanding. As said, I was naive; evil regimes would not recognize
themselves as such. If Israel wanted me in Venezuela, that was a place to avoid. Venezuela, led by Hugo
Chavez, was formally unfriendly towards Israel. The infinite sadness of the songs is archetypal of the culture.
Most Israelis consider it the most sacred day of the year; during it, the Israeli inner side is exposed. Israel
sends messages not through noisy headlines, those eternal decoys, but through sad songs reproduced in the
inner pages. Over time, I have learned to trust it. While reporting an issue for the first time, they may have
inaccuracies, but they fix that rapidly. Middle Eastern reality escapes them but, invariably, they can be trusted
more than CNN. The day before Vice President Maduro had said that the condition of Chavez had
deteriorated. There was no time to lose, I needed to see the reactions elsewhere. In recent years, Spain had led
a vicious media campaign against Venezuela. The most recent scandal involved the publication of a fake
picture claiming to show Chavez in a Cuban hospital he was there, yet the obnoxious picture was fake. Later
on, the newspaper involved admitted the lie. Five hours afterwards, they were still repeating the Vice President
announcement of the day before. An American civil servant dressed in white was tediously trying to convince
that the USA had not killed Chavez. He gave inaccurate details, claiming that cancer cannot be induced. A
panicked America was trying to answer Chavez claims to have been poisoned November ; the claims had been
strengthened the day before his death by Vice President Maduro, who said that Chavez had been attacked.
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3: War of the Words: The intrigues behind Israel's first Nobel Prize win - Israeli Culture - Haaretz
Tel Aviv recently came under scrutiny for selling arms to Myanmar as the South Asian country despite international
condemnation of the country's crackdown on its Rohingya Muslim minority.

White pizza at Amore Mio. Nevertheless, traditional business models are no longer sustainable and
high-quality publications, like ours, are being forced to look for new ways to keep going. Unlike many other
news organizations, we have not put up a paywall. We want to keep our journalism open and accessible and be
able to keep providing you with news and analyses from the frontlines of Israel, the Middle East and the
Jewish World. As one of our loyal readers, we ask you to be our partner. A generation later, Pizza Pazza is still
going strong; but the real success story is the restaurant it spawned next door. The atmospheric decor of
Amore Mio exudes Italy: Every inch of wall space is adorned with photos, maps and memorabilia of that
country, while the soundtrack plays opera arias sung by great tenors. Be the first to know - Join our Facebook
page. There is also sidewalk seating. There are no specialty cocktails, but there is an extensive international
wine list, as well as imported and domestic beers. When we suggested to the waitress that we would welcome
the idea of a tasting menu suggested by the chef, she surprised us by saying that the restaurant does indeed
offer a menu of samples from each menu section: She warned us that the meal would take up to two and a half
hours, to which we readily agreed. From the full page of starters NIS 19 â€” NIS 57 , we were served a trio of
salads, along with beef carpaccio and a plate of antipasti: The vegetables were cooked ever so gently, bringing
out their full flavor. The Amore house salad, meanwhile, comprised several types of leafy lettuce, croutons,
roasted red bell peppers, walnuts and shaved Parmesan, tossed in a basil vinaigrette. The beef carpaccio â€”
razor-thin filet with arugula and grated Parmesan â€” was excellent, with a drizzle of olive oil and lemon
enhancing the meat without overpowering it. Each pizza at Amore, like all the pastas, bears the name of a
person, preceded by the honorific Zio uncle or Zia aunt. The Zio Davide â€” tomato sauce, mozzarella,
eggplant, mascarpone cream, crouton crumbs and basil â€” was distinctive and outstanding, while the Zia
Letizia â€” mozzarella, salami and pineapple â€” deftly juxtaposed sweet fruit with savory charcuterie. Our
parade of small tasting plates began with the Zio Giovanni â€” strozzapreti in a tomato sauce with smoked
goose breast, salami, pesto and parsley. The combination of pesto with tomato sauce is not one you encounter
often; together with the two kinds of charcuterie, it added up to a powerhouse of flavor. The sauce was so
superb that the pasta tubes needed none of the usual protein or vegetable accompaniments. The waitress told
us the pastas would keep on coming until we said stop, while reminding us there were meat courses and
desserts also waiting in the wings. So we tried to call a halt then and there, but she insisted we try the gnocchi,
ravioli and risotto. Needless to say, we relented. Respectively, the Zio Lupetto â€” gnocchi with beef filet,
broccoli, onion, sundried tomato and mushroom, in a sauce of olive oil and brandy â€” had so many premium
ingredients that the dish was practically over the top. The ravioli Zia Serenella were stuffed with sweet potato
and ricotta, in a cream sauce with pesto. Once again, the addition of pesto to the base sauce cream, this time
transformed it into something unforgettable. The risotto Zio Fabrizio finally marked the conclusion of the
seemingly never-ending succession of pastas. The rice with mushrooms, onions and parsley came in a
Parmesan and butter sauce that was incredibly rich. The main courses NIS 74 â€” NIS were thankfully served
without the usual sides of potatoes and salad, so we would have enough room to concentrate on the meat. The
tagliata di manzo was aged sirloin served on a sizzling plate with arugula, lemon and olive oil. Removing the
meat right away meant that it was still cooking â€” and extraordinarily succulent â€” while we were eating it.
The fegato alla griglia â€” large morsels of chicken liver with grilled onion â€” were melt-in-the-mouth
tender, while the pollo alla griglia â€” breast of spring chicken â€” was so juicy that it exploded with flavor.
Finally, the filetto alla spadaccina â€” aged medallions of beef with slivered almonds in a butter and wine
sauce â€” was as mouth-wateringly delicious as it sounds. Needless to say, we just barely managed to nibble at
the desserts: None were heavy, so they were fine finishing touches to a meal that was a memorable experience.
The restaurant will validate parking â€” a significant reduction after 4 p. The writer was a guest of the
restaurant. Amore Mio Ibn Gvirol St.
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4: Report: Venezuela, Israel in talks to reestablish diplomatic ties - Israel News - Jerusalem Post
Thirty years ago, restaurateur Shlomi Salamon opened a small pizzeria down the street from Tel Aviv's City Hall. A
generation later, Pizza Pazza is still going strong; but the real success story.

All these opinions are her own. Hispanic Houston received no compensation; the opinions expressed in this
post do not necessarily represent those of Hispanic Houston. She recently returned from a trip to Israel. She
was invited to go on a tour as part of a group of media representatives, invited by the Israeli Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The goal of the trip was to introduce more of the country and its people to the community.
Why are you going alone? Unlike previous announcements of travels to other destinations, this one was met
with scrutiny and speculation. To be honest, I was slightly offended by their reaction, and not because of a
lack of excitement for me, but because of their misperception of Israel. I feel safer going to Israel than to
Mexico. As a native of the Rio Grande Valley I grew up the way most people there do, frequenting the other
side of the border for delicious tacos and Mexican culture. Other times it was relatives from Monterrey
making the short trip to visit family in McAllen, Texas. But now, towns like Reynosa are overrun by drug
cartels and anywhere along the way people open fire on each other with the same ease as they would flick a
finger in the air to hail a cab. So now, those family reunions are reduced to Facetime chats for fear of danger
along the road. The United Staes is not just the gangs in Chicago or the looters in Baltimore. And Israel is not
all war and desert. Yes, Tel Aviv is home to the largest growing number of startup companies. But rest
assured, Israel is home to the largest growing group of technology inventors â€” in Biotechnology,
Telemedicine, Cybersecurity and so much more. Tel Aviv is nestled right in the heart of the Mediterranean.
But if the laid back quaintness of cobblestone streets sounds more appealing, then all one need do is walk over
a mile or two along the Mediterranean to reach the old city of Jafa, also pronounced as Yafo. Its closest
resemblance to any city on this side of the hemisphere would be Guanajuato, Mexico. It would amaze you that
only a few miles from the Metropolis of Tel Aviv sits this cobblestone town which breathes a completely
different air. Even standing on the beach in Tel Aviv and Jaffa feels different. In Tel Aviv you feel glamorous.
In Jaffa you feel like you stepped into a Shakespeare novel. She sits proudly on a hill above the Mediterranean
and above Tel Aviv. Jaffa exists almost to remind the start-up nation not to forget her roots, and to stay true to
herself. Humble as she is, Jaffa is picturesque and in it you find many artist shops â€” though it will take a lot
of stairs and climbing to get there, it is totally worth it. So small, yet so big. Many of these children are victims
of war crimes in Syria. I will explore that and more with you in upcoming posts. For now, I want you to
consider my thoughts, and to open your mind. Will you accept the world based on what others tell you? Or
will you go out there and discover the world for yourself? Not everyone has the opportunity to travel the world
and experience it for themselves. So I invite you to discover it with me and to draw your own conclusions.
Ariana Montelongo de Valdivia is an independent blogger and communications professional whose work
appears occasionally as a contributor to HispanicHouston. Recently, Ariana was invited to participate in a
media tour of Israel. She was invited by the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The purpose of her trip has
been to experience Israel and to report on her findings there. Any questions regarding this blog post can be
sent to arianadevaldivia gmail. Our guest blogger received a complimentary trip to Israel, but no
compensation.
5: Thatâ€™s Amore - Israel News - Jerusalem Post
Paraguay's President Horacio Cartes announced on Friday his plan to move his country's embassy in Israel from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem. Cartes didn't specify the exact date for the embassy's change.

6: India Was Israel's Top Arms Client in Report | News | teleSUR English
Foreign Minister Avigdor Lieberman has accused Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez of cooperating with "radical
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branches" of Islam and of anti-Semitism, according to media reports Thursday in Colombia.

7: Guatemala ex-VP jailed for 15 years over fraud scheme with Israeli firm | The Times of Israel
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between applications and
fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

8: Vasily Petrenko and Thomas Hampson - ×”×ª×–×ž×•×¨×ª ×”×¤×™×œ×”×¨×ž×•× ×™×ª ×”×™×©×¨×•×œ×™
German fashion house Hugo Boss, with stores in countries around the world, is usually known for its high-end mens and
womenswear: trendy, sometimes androgynous, typically classy.

9: A Latina in Israel, Part One â€“ Hispanic Houston
Rahel Bachem currently works at the School of Social Work, Tel Aviv University. Rahel does research on the impact of
war trauma on the family system. Her current project is 'intergenerational and.
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